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Abstract

We present an overview of the spurious event in seismic interferometry called the
virtual refraction. This artifact is present in the crosscorrelated wavefields when re-
fractions are present in the raw data. We use this artifact tocharacterize the refractor
velocity and a heterogeneous near-surface above the refractor. We formulate amod-
ified delay-timestatics method, which compared to the standarddelay-timemethod,
lacks a source static term. This is a direct result of using the virtual refraction as
input rather than the real refraction. Finally, we present aregional-scale data exam-
ple, wherein travel time perturbations are caused by mantleand crust heterogeneity.
We crosscorrelatePdiff phases from many earthquakes. Then we remove the lin-
ear moveout associated with the virtual refraction along the core-mantle boundary.
In this way, we estimate receiver-side traveltime anomalies in the western United
States.

1. The virtual refraction

In field data applications of Seismic Interferometry (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006), an artifact
related to head waves is present when the original data contain head waves (Mikesell et al., 2009).
This spurious event is called thevirtual refraction. In the case of horizontal layers, the moveout
of the virtual refraction defines the refractor velocity (V2).
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Figure 1: Off-end acoustic survey geometry. The virtual refraction arrival
time isdr/V2.

Figure 1 shows the geometry of an off-
end acoustic numerical experiment.
The shot record for a source atX1

is shown in Figure 2 (left). We
crosscorrelate the wavefield atX1

with all other receivers and sum over
each source, thus creating the vir-
tual shot record in Figure 2 (right).
Figure 3 demonstrates the stationary-
phase points for the direct wave and
virtual refraction.
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Figure 2: Real (left) and virtual (right) shot records for the off-end acoustic survey described in Figure 1. We taper the source
array to zero on each end before summation. Therefore, stationary-phase points(Snieder, 2004) associated with the reflection
are suppressed and we recover the direct wave and virtual refraction.
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Figure 3: Direct wave (left) and virtual refraction (right) travel paths (red).Each source contributes to the direct wave and all
sources past the critical offset contribute to the virtual refraction (Mikesell et al., 2009).

2. Delay-time statics

Small traveltime perturbations (i.e., statics) due to near-surface heterogeneity deteriorate reflec-
tion seismic images. Figure 4 shows an example of a surface weathering layer that varies in
thickness. A variety of methods exist to correct for this type of near-surface heterogeneity. For
example, if the weathering layer velocity is known, elevation statics can be computed and the
recorded seismic traces can be corrected.
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Figure 4: A laterally varying weathering layer model.

In areas where the weathering layer velocity is not known, other methods based on first-break
analysis have been developed to estimate time shifts to correct for the source and receiver statics.

One such method is thedelay-timemethod (e.g., p. 120 inBurger et al., 2006). For a source on
each side ofX (Figure 4), we have two refraction travel-time equations:

TS1X = TS1
+ TX +

|S1 − X|

V2

TS2X = TS2
+ TX +

|S2 − X|

V2

, (1)

where|Si − X| is the distance between the source (Si) and receiver (X) andV2 is the refractor
velocity. TSi

andTX are delays associated with near-surface heterogeneity near the source or
receiver, respectively.
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Figure 5: Synthetic model with varying thickness in the near-surface
layer.

We test thedelay-timemethod with a
numerical 2D acoustic experiment us-
ing the Spectral Element Method (Ko-
matitsch and Vilotte, 1998). On the left
half of the model, the near-surface has
a constant thickness of 100 m. On the
right side, the near-surface thickness
varies as a sine wave with a peak-to-
peak variation of 20 m. We show the
shot records from sourceS1 at 500 m
distance (left) andS2 at 1500 m dis-
tance (right) in Figure 6. We use the
modified-energy ratio (MER) method
(Han et al., 2008) to pick first breaks
(red line).
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Figure 6: Shot record forS1 (left) andS2 (right). The first-break picks are overlain in red and the dashed-blue line shows the
window of data used to estimate the virtual refraction.

We invert the system of travel-time equations to estimate each source staticTSi
andTX (cyan line

in Figure 9). We estimate each source static to be 105 ms and the refractor velocityV2=2752 m/s.
We estimate the model receiver static (blue line) relative to mean surface elevation (i.e., zero in
this model). In the next section, we present amodified delay-timemethod that eliminates the
source static estimate by incorporating the virtual refraction.

3. Modified statics with the virtual refraction

Consider two receivers atXA andXB, crosscorrelating the refraction arrivals atXA andXB
eliminates the shared parts of the raypath (TS):

TSXA
− TSXB

= dT +
|XB − XA|

V2

. (2)

The crosscorrelation represents the
virtual refraction, plus the travel time
perturbation,dT . dT is the receiver
static atXA relative to the reference
receiverXB. The combination of the
red raypaths in Figure 7 represent this
crosscorrelation.
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Figure 7: The two-layer statics model.

We crosscorrelate the receivers at the green stars in Figure5 with every other receiver for each
source (shown in Figure 8). However, before we crosscorrelate, we window around the first
breaks (between red and dashed-blue lines in Figure 6). Therefore, we only crosscorrelate the
direct wave or the refraction, and the first arrival becomes the virtual refraction rather than the
direct wave. We apply the same inversion procedure for the modified arrival-time equations and
virtual refraction first-break times.
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Figure 8: Virtual shot records at for virtual sources at receiver atX=800 m (left) andX=1200 m (right).

Figure 9: The delay-time(cyan) andmodified delay-time(red) receiver
statics. The true static relative to zero elevation is the blue line.

The receiver static is now estimated
relative to the virtual source (i.e.,
X=800 or 1200 m), which are both at
the same elevation in this example. We
plot the static estimated with themodi-
fied delay-timemethod in Figure 9 (red
line). The refractor velocity estimated
in this case isV2=2731 m/s, a 2.5% un-
derestimation. The extent of the usable
refraction, illustrated in Figure 10, ex-
plains why the virtual refraction esti-
mates receiver statics further in the lat-
eral direction.
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Figure 10: First break picks from real (left) and virtual (right) shot records. The increased lateral extent of the first break
refraction explains the increase lateral resolution using themodified delay-timemethod.

4. Scanning for regional heterogeneity

The following examples show how we estimate travel-time anomalies within the crust and man-
tle below USArray. We use thePdiff crosscorrelations to isolate heterogeneity within the Earth.
ThePdiff raypaths between an earthquake (blue star) and an array of receivers (green triangles)
are indicated in Figure 11. After applying crosscorrelation toPdiff arrivals, we take an average
rayparameter of 4.62 s/deg and remove the far right term in equation 2. The retrieved anomalies
(dT ) using subarrays from USArray are shown in Figure 12. We extend the method to a larger
section of USArray in Figures 13 and 14.

Figure 11: A 1D Earth model showingPdiff arrivals. The traveltime segments at the source-side, along the core-mantle
boundary, and at the receiver-side are denoted withT↓, T→i andT↑i, respectively, wherei is a receiver index.
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Figure 12: (a) Earthquake (blue circle) and USArray receiver locations (green triangles). (b) & (c) are the receiver-side travel-
time anomalies (dT ) for the northern and southern arrays, respectively. The points are the extracted anomalies at the different
stations; the lines are created by spline interpolation.

Figure 13: (a) The distribution of USArray stations (green triangles) projected onto a topographic map of the USA. The purple
triangle atXA indicates the reference station. (b) The locations of the 9 earthquakes used to make the anomaly map in Fig-
ure 14a. (c) Illumination map–the colored lines denote the backazimuth to the earthquakes in (b). In (b) and (c) the same colors
are used.

Figure 14: (a) Mantle-crust anomaly map imaged using the newPdiff traveltime-difference method. We have labeled 1) the
primarily Holocene volcanism (red triangles, source: http://www.volcano.si.edu/); 2) the interpreted boundary between slow
(west side) and fast (east side) lithosphere (undulating dashed line); 3) the location of two cross-sections A-A’ and B-B’ (dashed
straight lines); 4) USArray stations used in this study (black dots); 5) the station locations used in Figure 12 (NE-SW subarrays
of white triangles). (b) and (c) come fromObrebski et al.(2011) and areVs anomaly sections along A-A’ and B-B’, respectively.
These are extracted from the DNA10-S model (Obrebski et al., 2011).

5. Conclusion

• For horizontal layers, we estimate the velocity of the faster layer from the slope of the virtual
refraction.

• We estimate the refractor velocity and receiver statics using a modifieddelay-timeinversion
based on the virtual refraction, which increases the lateral resolution.

• We crosscorrelate CMB refractions (Pdiff ) to isolate receiver-side heterogeneity within the
crust & mantle.

• Traveltime delays in the Western USA seem to align with magmato-tectonic activity.

• High velocities in the East are likely related to Archean lithosphere and are under further
investigation.
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